Ion Coulomb crystals of laser-cooled Ca + ions have been observed in a cryogenic linear octupole rf ion trap for the first time. Due to the almost field-free central region, large ion crystals containing over 10 4 ions of millimeter size were successfully produced. The shapes of the crystals can be manipulated by changing the static voltages applied to the octupole rods and the endcap electrodes. Quasi-two-dimensional Coulomb crystals consisting of a small number of ions were also observed with single-ion sensitivity. When a large number of ions is crystallized in the octupole trap, a new kind crystal image with a dip along the axial direction was obtained. The results show that a linear octupole trap and multipole traps are available for producing large, cold, and novel ion Coulomb crystals. The planar ring-type crystal which has not been observed before may lead to future interesting applications. Much effort is currently directed toward the realization of scalable quantum systems. Ion Coulomb crystals of lasercooled ions are promising tools for such larger scale quantum information processing and quantum computing ͓1,2͔. In addition high-density and large ion crystals are ideal for studying ultracold ion-molecule collisions ͓3͔. The interest extends also to cavity QED ͓4͔, to tests of a possible variation in the fundamental physical constants ͓5͔, and to precision laser spectroscopy of unstable nuclear ions ͓6͔. So far systematic studies of ion Coulomb crystals have been performed in Penning traps and Paul rf ion traps including their linear configurations ͓7-10͔. Recently we have shown that a linear multipole rf trap can be used to also produce ion Coulomb crystals ͓11͔. In essence, a large number of cold ions can be trapped in the larger trapping volume than that of a linear quadrupole trap of comparable size. Actually, the large almost field-free region in the middle of the multipole traps is of advantage for studies of low temperature ion-molecule reactions ͓12͔, high-resolution rotational spectroscopy ͓13͔, and highly stable ion clocks ͓14͔ using buffer-gas-cooled ions. In spite of this, sufficient attention to ion Coulomb crystals in a linear rf multipole ion trap has not yet been paid except in our previous work ͓11͔. The ion Coulomb crystals in a linear multipole trap have interesting features as well as the buffer-gas-cooled ions, and some of those do not occur in a linear quadrupole rf ion trap.
Much effort is currently directed toward the realization of scalable quantum systems. Ion Coulomb crystals of lasercooled ions are promising tools for such larger scale quantum information processing and quantum computing ͓1,2͔. In addition high-density and large ion crystals are ideal for studying ultracold ion-molecule collisions ͓3͔. The interest extends also to cavity QED ͓4͔, to tests of a possible variation in the fundamental physical constants ͓5͔, and to precision laser spectroscopy of unstable nuclear ions ͓6͔. So far systematic studies of ion Coulomb crystals have been performed in Penning traps and Paul rf ion traps including their linear configurations ͓7-10͔. Recently we have shown that a linear multipole rf trap can be used to also produce ion Coulomb crystals ͓11͔. In essence, a large number of cold ions can be trapped in the larger trapping volume than that of a linear quadrupole trap of comparable size. Actually, the large almost field-free region in the middle of the multipole traps is of advantage for studies of low temperature ion-molecule reactions ͓12͔, high-resolution rotational spectroscopy ͓13͔, and highly stable ion clocks ͓14͔ using buffer-gas-cooled ions. In spite of this, sufficient attention to ion Coulomb crystals in a linear rf multipole ion trap has not yet been paid except in our previous work ͓11͔. The ion Coulomb crystals in a linear multipole trap have interesting features as well as the buffer-gas-cooled ions, and some of those do not occur in a linear quadrupole rf ion trap.
For instance, large numbers of ions of over 10 4 can be readily cooled to less than 10 mK and large Coulomb crystals with millimeter size are easily produced as described later. These properties are suitable for measuring cold ionmolecule reaction rates. The study of cold ion-polar molecule collisions is also a project to apply such cold large ion crystals ͓3͔. We have the plan to study cold ion-polar molecule reactions, such as Ca + +NH 3 ͑ND 3 ͒, by combining a Stark decelerator ͓15͔ with a cryogenic multipole trap. In such experiments sympathetically cooled molecular ions can also be used as a cold ion target.
Moreover ion Coulomb crystals in a linear 2n-multipole trap are fascinating research objects because new features of Coulomb crystals not present in a linear quadrupole trap arise due to the r 2n−2 dependence of the pseudopotential. The ideal sum potential of the radial pseudopotential and the static potentials for axial confinement of ions provides new kinds of crystal structures, such as ring-and cylinder-type crystals ͓11͔. In particular the observed planar ring-type crystals have the potential to realize the proposed displacement ͓16͔ and other hot gates, which operate without ground state cooling. When placed in a superimposed magnetic field for rotation, a quantum register or a quantum generator may result.
In this paper we report the first direct observation of Coulomb crystals of laser-cooled ions in a cryogenic linear octupole rf ion trap. By slightly changing the static trap voltages we have shown that the Coulomb crystals can be easily modified to exhibit various shapes. For relatively small axial static voltages ͑V z ͒ long prolate shapes of the ion crystals are observed when alternately applying negative dc voltages ͑V dc ͒ as well as phase-inverted rf voltages to the trap rods. On the other hand, Coulomb crystals with spherical symmetry are observed when relatively large axial voltages V z and positive V dc are applied to the electrodes. In the cylindrically symmetric case of the potential ͑V dc =0͒ the projections of cylinderlike crystals are observed. Moreover quasi-twodimensional Coulomb crystals consisting of a small number of ions were imaged with single-ion sensitivity.
The experimental setup is as follows. To observe Coulomb crystals of laser-cooled ions, we developed a compact octupole trap as follows. The octupole trap consists of eight rod electrodes with a diameter of 2 mm. The distance from the trap center axis to the surface of the electrodes is 4.5 mm, which is larger than the normal value ͑r 0 = 3.0 mm͒ ͓12͔ to increase the field of view. We can adjust the position of an imaging lens system ͑ϫ6 magnification͒ outside the vacuum. The vacuum chamber enclosing the ion trap is com-* okada-k@sophia.ac.jp posed of two vacuum pumps ͑ion pump and turbo molecular pump͒ and a compact miniature UHV chamber ͑3.2 in. diameter and 1.38 in. height͒. In addition, the ion trap is mounted on a vessel containing liquid nitrogen to obtain an ultrahigh vacuum lower than 10 −8 Pa. This cryogenic vessel is indispensable for stable observation of ion Coulomb crystals.
Rf voltages of inverted phases are alternately applied to adjacent rod electrodes of the octupole trap. A typical frequency and amplitude are f = 6.0 MHz and V ac = 160 V, respectively. It is pointed out that this larger than ideal ͓12͔ trap configuration produces with larger rf voltages ͑1.5 times larger amplitude͒ an almost ideal effective potential. Static axial voltages ͑V z1 , V z2 ͒ of up to a few volts for the axial confinement are normally applied to the cylindrical endcap electrodes with an inner diameter of 6 mm. The distance between the endcaps is 36 mm and the total length of the trap is 54 mm. We also alternately applied a positive and negative static bias voltage V dc to the octupole rods when necessary.
For laser cooling of the Ca + ions two grating stabilized laser diodes ͑ = 397 and 866 nm͒ are used. The details are described in Ref. ͓11͔ . The laser-induced fluorescence ͑LIF͒ at 397 nm is observed by a cooled charge coupled device ͑CCD͒ camera at a right angle to the trap axis. The camera with the lens system is mounted on a precision stage to adjust the image position of a Coulomb crystal. An UV filter is mounted to the entrance of the lens system to reduce background photons from the room light. A typical CCD exposure time is 1-10 s, which is long enough to average out the micromotion effect of the Coulomb crystal images.
In Fig. 1 the result of observations of the LIF spectrum and the crystal image on the same crystal is shown. The CCD image is observed near the peak in the LIF spectrum of Fig.  1͑b͒ . The linewidth of the spectrum is comparable to the half of the natural linewidth of 22 MHz in the 2 S 1/2 -2 P 1/2 transition ͓17͔. Thus the corresponding ion temperature is estimated to be lower than 9 mK. This is a conservative estimate since the ion temperature is at a minimum around the peak position. A pronounced fluorescence dip, which is normally in a quadrupole trap associated with the phase transition from the cloud state to the liquid and crystal states, was not observed for the octupole trap. Actually a very small LIF drop at about 90 MHz is seen as shown in the inset of Fig.  1͑b͒ . The smooth spectrum suggests that the rf heating effect is rather small in the rf octupole trap since it is considered to occur as a result of a competition between the rf heating and the laser-cooling effect ͓10͔. In the present octupole trap we observe pronounced fluorescence dips only when a relatively large number of ions ͑Ͼ10 4 ͒ are trapped and laser cooled ͑see Fig. 5͒ .
As shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ a prolate crystal with shell structure was observed. The length of the crystal is more than 1.7 mm. Assuming cylindrical symmetry and using a uniform number density ͑1.3ϫ 10 7 cm −3 ͒ derived from the small Coulomb crystal shown in Fig. 4 , the number of ions is estimated to be ϳ1.7ϫ 10 3 . Coulomb crystals observed under different conditions are depicted in Fig. 2 . One recognizes that the crystal structure can be easily modified by changing the static voltages of V z and V dc . Long prolate shapes of the ion crystals are observed when applying a large negative V dc ͓Figs. 2͑c͒-2͑e͔͒, while spherical shapes are observed, when a small positive V dc and a relatively large V z are applied ͓Figs. 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͔͒. Although the trapping pseudopotential is generated by the octupole rf fields, the crystals are similar to the ones observed in linear quadrupole traps. The reason is that the alternately applied V dc voltages generate a local potential minimum of quadratic form ͑ϰr 2 ͒ along the radial direction to the rods to which V dc is applied since the flat pseudopotential ͑ϰr 6 ͒ is modified by the additional dc voltages ͓12͔. That is, the storage volume of ions is reduced in the radial direction as compared to the case of V dc = 0. Thus, an ion crystal is formed with a long prolate shape by applying negative V dc . and ͑b͒ potential versus z at the minimum of = 0°in Fig.  3͑a͒ along the trap center. This modified potential and the radiation pressure force by the lasers could be the reason why asymmetry of the crystal image of Fig. 2͑b͒ is seen. It is to be noted that a crystal image slightly moves up and down by changing V dc since the potential minimum in the radial direction shifted ͑Fig. 3͒. Thus the images in Fig. 2 were obtained by adjusting the position of the CCD camera along the vertical axis. The shell structure is clearly observed in Fig. 2͑a͒ even though the radial size of the crystal is larger than one millimeter. The intervals between the shells range from 40 to 50 m. This crystal image demonstrates that the ions are cooled to very low temperatures and that the rf heating effect is very small in a large part of the radial trapping region. In addition dark regions on the CCD images caused by impurity ions are observed on the right edges of Figs. 2͑c͒ and 2͑e͒, while the similar crystal without impurities shown in Fig.  2͑d͒ has a symmetric shape. The impurities are mainly 44 Ca + ions since a Ca piece containing natural isotopes is used in the present experiment. With the cooling lasers incident from the right the radiation pressure pushes at resonance the 40 Ca + crystal to the left side of the image. Due to the fact that the impurity ions do not experience radiation forces, they accumulate in the right, while simultaneously they are sympathetically cooled. These results indicate that sympathetic cooling can also be executed to a linear octupole rf ion trap. Small planar Coulomb crystals were also observed with single-ion sensitivity and are depicted in Fig. 4 . Surprisingly, the ions do not form a Coulomb chain, which is the typical form observed in a linear quadrupole trap, but form an oval shape with the ion-ion distance of about 70 m without V dc voltage. The images indicate that quasi-two-dimensional Coulomb crystals were produced in the z-r plane in the octupole trap. These arrangements, however, do not correspond to the simulation results of Ref. ͓11͔, in which planar ring Coulomb crystals are produced for small numbers of ions in the r plane. A linear crystal image along the r direction is expected by the simulation. The reason for the deformed shapes can be attributed to the slight misalignment of the octupole rods and the patch effect of electric charges. Our experimental results suggest that careful arrangement of electrodes and precise control of the static voltages ͑V dc , V z ͒ is necessary in order to keep the cylindrical symmetry of the flat multipole pseudopotentials and to produce few ion ring Coulomb crystals in the r plane. A smaller octupole trap and a hexapole arrangement will help us to maintain the symme- Fig. 2͑d͔͒ . The latter potential is numerically calculated using SIMION3D code ͓18͔. ͑a͒ Radial potential curves for the selected directions , which are defined in the inset. ͑b͒ Calculated potential along z direction at the minimum of = 0°when applying only V z = 0.6 V. ͑b͒ Profile of the projection of the image shown in ͑a͒ on the vertical axis. ͑c͒ Laser cooling spectrum measured at the same time as the CCD image ͑a͒. During the laser sweep in ͑c͒ the ion crystal should change from a cloud to a crystal to a cloud. The ion temperature in the crystal state is estimated to be less than 9 mK since the spectral width is comparable to the half of the natural width of the 2 S 1/2 -2 P 1/2 transition. ͑d͒ Calculated sum potential of the pseudopotential of the octupole trap and the axial static potential. The same trapping parameters as the experiment was used for the calculation. The geometric factor of the axial static potential was assumed to be = 0.01 ͓11͔.
try and reduce the perturbations since in such a lower-order multipole trap stronger rf fields are present.
When a much larger number of ions is crystallized, a new kind of crystal image was observed as shown in Fig. 5͑a͒ . The number of ions is estimated to be more than 10 4 . The image was observed by setting the laser frequency to the position indicated by the arrow in the laser cooling spectrum of Fig. 5͑c͒ . Although the image does not resolve single ions, a small dip along the trap axial direction is recognized. In the projection profile ͓Fig. 5͑b͔͒ the two peaks of the fluorescence are clearly observed. The reason of this interesting property is attributed to the characteristic sum potential in the radial direction ͓11͔. The distance between the two peaks is about 300 m, which corresponds to the distance between the two minima of the sum potential shown in Fig. 5͑d͒ .
In conclusion, we have successfully observed Coulomb crystals of laser-cooled Ca + ions in a cryogenic linear octupole rf ion trap and also experimentally demonstrated that in principle a cylinderlike crystal and a ring crystal of lasercooled Ca + ions can be produced in such a multipole trap. Because of the small micromotion amplitudes in the large almost-field-free central region of the octupole ion trap, large sizes of Coulomb crystals including more than 10 4 ions can be readily produced. The shape of the crystals can also be manipulated by changing rf and static trapping voltages. The ion temperatures are estimated to be less than 10 mK from the LIF spectra even though the number of ions is larger than 10 4 . Linear octupole traps and multipole traps are available for producing large, cold, and novel-type ion Coulomb crystals. The crystal forms fill a gap in present research and have a variety of possible applications ͓1,3-5͔.
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